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With bearish sentiment at highs, the better-than-expected

October headline inflation number caused a huge, highly

correlated move higher for all risk assets, one that may

extend for a time. While current tech valuations reflect new,

higher capital costs and more conservative growth estimates,

immediate increases in profits and dividends are unlikely.

After this third-quarter US reporting season, it’s clear that

tech won’t be immune to economic weakness like it was

during the 2020 COVID recession. This does nothing to

dissuade CIO from a bullish view on key tech developments

for the longer term. The Fed is likely to maintain higher rates

until unemployment rises, further adding pressure to tech

shares in the coming six months. Until such time as CIO sees a

recession unfold and can ascertain its breadth and depth,

enthusiasts may get burned. Citi continues to prefer quality

tech names with less economic sensitivity.

Portfolio Considerations
CIO continues to prefer a focus on quality names with less economic sensitivity, which in practice means a continued bias toward

profitable tech over unprofitable moonshots.

Haver Analytics as of Nov. 10, 2022. Past performance is no guarantee of future 
results. Real Results will vary.
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Weekly Market Analysis: 
Too Soon to Pivot to Tech 

3 Things to Know

A brutal year for tech investors

The five largest US tech giants have lost over $3 
trillion in market cap since the start of the year. A 
less aggressive Fed path ultimately benefit 
technology shares. But the US central bank is far 
from making a true policy pivot.
_________________

Cost cuts ramp up

Tech employment and investment growth in 2021 
reached its highest levels since the late 1990s. But 
since late October when most tech firms began to 
report 3Q profits, the sentiment across the tech 
landscape shifted toward “hunkering down.” 
_________________

Tech valuations have normalized

From a tactical viewpoint, CIO is hesitant to chase 
sharp moves higher in technology shares until the 
extent of impending economic weakness becomes 
clearer. A challenging earnings backdrop is likely to 
initially offset some modest re-rating toward higher 
PE tech multiples in 2023. 

Summary

Large cap vs unprofitable tech
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A brutal year for tech investors
Tech investors have endured a rough year, even after last Thursday’s 8% rally. The five largest US giants have lost over $3 trillion 
in market cap since the start of the year. The S&P 100 IT sector has dropped 25% year-to-date, while the Nasdaq is down 28%. A 
less aggressive Fed path could ultimately benefit technology shares. But the US central bank is far from making a true policy pivot, 
even though this week’s CPI report suggested that inflation was abating in some sectors. In the meantime, slowing economic 
growth is unlikely to spare these large platforms. Though fintech and ecommerce firms operate with a smaller physical footprint 
and less capital than banks and big-box retailers, they are likely to see slowing sales in the coming quarters as discretionary 
consumer spending fades. And for other tech segments, the likely deferment of capital expenditures by some firms  could 
pressure bottom lines. Technology shares benefited from the pandemic environment. With the cost of cash nearly “zero,” the 
ability to “spend to grow revenues” and to take risk for big future payouts was enabled. Now the opposite is true. Risk appetite
has faded, and the certainty of growing cash flows is valued. 

Cost cuts ramp up
Tech employment and investment growth in 2021 reached its highest levels since the late 1990s. But since late October when 

most tech firms began to report third-quarter profits, the sentiment across the tech landscape shifted toward “hunkering down.” 

Dozens of major firms have announced hiring freezes or outright layoffs in recent weeks to preserve free cash flow, maintain 

margins and appease investors amid an uncertain profits outlook. Management teams also promised cuts to capital expenditures 

during earnings calls. Initial cost-cutting announcements have in some cases been cheered by markets, as a focus on slimming 

down operations is probably warranted after a binge in post-pandemic spending. If previous downturns are any guide, outright 

declines in technology employment and investment next year could materialize, which could have ripple effects on global tech 

supply chains.

Tech valuations have normalized
The carnage in the broad technology space this year reflects where we started 2022. Just a year ago, valuations for the US 

information technology sector were trading at their most expensive levels since the dot-com bubble. Multiples that were 

acceptable when interest rates were low have had to re-adjust to a sharply rising cost of capital and a rapid shift in preference 

among investors for near-term cash flows. CIO now sees tech valuations that are much closer to longer-run averages. While we 

expect interest rates to fall later in 2023, a challenging earnings backdrop is likely to initially offset some modest re-rating toward 

higher PE tech multiples in 2023.

Portfolio considerations
CIO continues to focus on quality names with less economic sensitivity. What this means in practice is a continued bias toward 

profitable tech over unprofitable moonshots. At the sector level, CIO sees software – and especially cyber security – as likely more 

defensive once rates peak. This is because earnings are less levered to the business cycle than hardware and semiconductors. 

Differentiation between leaders and laggards could become clearer over the next six months. Those companies able to maintain 

margins and achieve lofty growth goals could see shareholders rewarded. CIO also expects a re-rating of tech later in 2023 

allowing for higher PE ratios when the end of the economic downturn is in sight.

Note: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Real results may vary.
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Important information

This Communication is prepared by Citi Global Wealth Investments (“CGWI”) which is comprised of the Investments and 

Capital Markets capabilities of Citi Private Bank, Citi Personal Wealth Management and International Personal Bank U.S. 

CGWI personnel are not research analysts, and the information in this communication is not intended to constitute 

“research”, as that term is defined by applicable regulations. Unless otherwise indicated, any reference to a research 

report or research recommendation is not intended to represent the whole report and is not in itself considered a 

recommendation or research report.

“Citi analysts” refer to investment professionals within Citi Research (“CR”), Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (“CGMI”), Citi 

Global Wealth Investments (“CGWI”) and voting members of the Citi Global Investment Committee. Citibank N.A. and its 

affiliates / subsidiaries provide no independent research or analysis in the substance or preparation of this document.

The information in this communication has been obtained from reports issued by Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (“CGMI’) 

and Citi Private Bank (“CPB”). Such information is based on sources CGMI and CPB believe to be reliable. CGMI and CPB, 

however, do not guarantee its accuracy and it may be incomplete or condensed. All opinions and estimates constitute 

CGMI and CPB's judgment as of the date of the report and are subject to change without notice. This communication is for 

general information purposes only and is not intended as a recommendation or an offer or solicitation for the purchase or 

sale of any security or currency. No part of this communication may be reproduced in any manner without the written 

consent of Citibank N.A. Information in this communication has been prepared without taking account of the objectives, 

financial situation, or needs of any particular investor. Any person considering an investment should consider the 

appropriateness of the investment having regard to their objectives, financial situation, or needs, and should seek 

independent advice on the suitability or otherwise of a particular investment. Investments are not deposits, are not 

obligations of, or guaranteed or insured by Citibank N.A., Citigroup Inc., or any of their affiliates or subsidiaries, or by any

local government or insurance agency, and are subject to investment risk, including the possible loss of the principal 

amount invested. Investors investing in funds denominated in non-local currency should be aware of the risk of exchange 

rate fluctuations that may cause a loss of principal. Past performance is not indicative of future performance, prices can 

go up or down. Investment products are not available to US persons. Investors should be aware that it is his/her 

responsibility to seek legal and/or tax advice regarding the legal and tax consequences of his/her investment transactions. 

If an investor changes residence, citizenship, nationality, or place of work, it is his/her responsibility to understand how 

his/her investment transactions are affected by such change and comply with all applicable laws and regulations as and 

when such becomes applicable. Citibank does not provide legal and/or tax advice and is not responsible for advising an 

investor on the laws pertaining to his/her transaction.

Citi Research (CR) is a division of Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (“CGMI"), which does and seeks to do business with 

companies covered in its research reports. As a result, investors should be aware that the Firm may have a conflict of 

interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in 

making their investment decision. 

For more information, please refer to https://www.citivelocity.com/cvr/eppublic/citi_research_disclosures.

Market Specific Disclosures

Bahrain

Investment and Treasury products are subject to Investment risk, including possible loss of principal amount invested. 

Past performance is not indicative of future results: prices can go up or down. Investors investing in investments and/or 

treasury products denominated in foreign (non-local) currency should be aware of the risk of exchange rate fluctuations 

that may cause loss of principal when foreign currency is converted to the investors’ home currency. Investment and 

Treasury products are not available to U.S. persons. All applications for investments and treasury products are subject to 

Terms and Conditions of the individual investment and Treasury products. Customer understands that it is his/her 

responsibility to seek legal and/or tax advice regarding the legal and tax consequences of his/her investment transactions. 

If customer changes residence, citizenship, nationality, or place of work, it is his/her responsibility to understand how 

his/her investment transactions are affected by such change and comply with all applicable laws and regulations as and 

when such becomes applicable. Customer understands that Citibank does not provide legal and/or tax advice and are not 

responsible for advising him/her on the laws pertaining to his/her transaction. 

https://www.citivelocity.com/cvr/eppublic/citi_research_disclosures
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Hong Kong 

This communication is distributed in Hong Kong by Citibank (Hong Kong) Limited ("CHKL") and/or Citibank, N.A., Hong 
Kong Branch (“CBNA HK”, Citibank, N.A. is organized under the laws of U.S.A. with limited liability). CHKL and CBNA HK 
provide no independent research or analysis in the substance or preparation of this communication. Although 
information in this communication has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, CHKL and CBNA HK do not 
guarantee its accuracy or completeness and accept no liability for any direct or consequential losses arising from its use.

This communication is for general information only, is not intended as a recommendation or an offer or solicitation for 
the purchase or sale of any products or services and should not be relied upon as financial advice. The information 
herein has not taken account of the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Any person 
considering an investment should consider the suitability of the investment having regard to their objectives, financial 
situation and needs, and should seek You should obtain and consider the relevant product terms and conditions and risk 
disclosure statement, and consider if it’s suitable for your objectives, financial situation or needs before making any 
investment decision. Investors are advised to obtain independent legal, financial and taxation advice prior to investing. 
Investments are not deposits, are not protected by the Deposit Protection Scheme in Hong Kong and are subject to 
investment risk including the possible loss of the principal amount invested.

This communication does not constitute the distribution of any information in any jurisdiction in which it is unlawful to 
distribute such information to any person in such jurisdiction. 

India

Citibank N.A. India (“Citi”) does NOT provide investment advisory services in any manner or form. Investment Products 
distributed by Citi (i) are not bank deposits or obligations of or guaranteed by Citibank, N.A. or Citigroup, Inc or any of 
its affiliates or subsidiaries; and (ii) are subject to investment risks, including the possible loss of the principal amount
invested. Past performance is not indicative of future results, The ownership of any investment decision(s) shall 
exclusively vest with the Investor after analysing all possible risk factors and by exercise of his/her/its independent 
discretion and Citi shall not be liable or held liable for any consequences thereof. Investment products are not available 
to US and Canada persons and may not be available in all jurisdictions. Investment products are distributed by Citi on a 
non-discretionary and non-participation basis. 

This document does not constitute the distribution of any information or the making of any offer or solicitation by 
anyone in any jurisdiction in which such distribution or offer is not authorized or to any person to whom it is unlawful to 
distribute such a document or make such an offer or solicitation. Please exercise diligence by reading & understanding 
the Key Information Memorandum(s)/Scheme Investment Document(s) & Statement of Additional Information/Term 
Sheet/Prospectus/ Offer Documents carefully before investing and no claim whatsoever shall be made against Citibank 
N.A. or any of its affiliates or subsidiaries and / or employees claiming any 
influence/recommendation/advice/responsibility/liability as against your decision to invest in any investment product.

Investor should ensure to understand, accept the identities of different parties and the roles that they play in relation to 
the various Investment Product(s). Investor acknowledges that, there may be various actual or potential conflicts of 
interest between Citi, Citigroup Capital Markets Ltd., Citigroup Inc. or their affiliates or subsidiaries (collectively 
“Connected Persons”) and that of an investor itself, as a result of the various investment and/or commercial businesses 
and/or activities of the Connected Persons. 

Korea

Investors should be aware that investment products are not guaranteed by the Korea Deposit Insurance Corporation and 
are subject to investment risk including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. Investment products are not 
available to US persons.

Malaysia

Investment products are subject to investment risks, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. These 
are provided for general information only and are not intended as a recommendation or an offer or solicitation for the 
purchase or sale of any security or currency or other investment products.

Singapore

This communication is distributed in Singapore by Citibank Singapore Limited (“CSL”) to selected Citigold/Citigold
Private Clients]. CSL provides no independent research or analysis of the substance or in preparation of this 
communication. Please contact your Citigold/Citigold Private Client Relationship Manager in CSL if you have any queries 
on or any matters arising from or in connection with this communication. Investment products are not insured under 
the provisions of the Deposit Insurance and Policy Owners’ Protection Schemes Act of Singapore and are not eligible for 
deposit insurance coverage under the Deposit Insurance Scheme.
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This communication is for general information only and should not be relied upon as financial advice. The information 
herein has no regard to the specific objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any specific person and is not 
intended to be an exhaustive discussion of the strategies or concepts mentioned herein or tax or legal advice. Any 
person interested in the strategies or concepts mentioned herein should consult their independent tax, legal, financial 
or other advisors, as appropriate. This communication does not constitute the distribution of any information or the 
making of any offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such distribution or offer is not authorized or to
any person to whom it is unlawful to distribute such information or make any offer or solicitation. 

Before making any investment, each investor must obtain the investment offering materials, which include a description 
of the risks, fees and expenses and the performance history, if any, which may be considered in connection with making 
an investment decision. Interested investors should seek the advice of their financial adviser about the issues discussed 
herein as appropriate. Should investors choose not to seek such advice, they should carefully consider the risks 
associated with the investment and make a determination based upon the investor’s own particular circumstances, that 
the investment is consistent with the investor’s investment objectives and assess whether the investment product is 
suitable for themselves. Although information in this document has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, 
CSL does not guarantee its accuracy or completeness and accept no liability for any direct or consequential losses arising 
from its use.

UAE

This document is distributed in UAE by Citibank, N.A. UAE. Citibank N.A. UAE is licensed by UAE Securities and 
Commodities Authority (“SCA”) to undertake the financial activity as Promoter under license number 602003.

Citibank N.A. UAE is registered with Central Bank of UAE under license numbers BSD/504/83 for Al Wasl Branch Dubai, 
13/184/2019 for Mall of the Emirates Branch Dubai, BSD/2819/9 for Sharjah Branch, and BSD/692/83 for Abu Dhabi 
Branch.

This is not an official statement of Citigroup Inc. and may not reflect all of your investments with or made through 
Citibank. For an accurate record of your accounts and transactions, please consult your official statement. Before 
making any investment, each investor must obtain the investment offering materials, which include a description of the 
risks, fees and expenses and the performance history, if any, which may be considered in connection with making an 
investment decision. Each investor should carefully consider the risks associated with the investment and make a 
determination based upon the investor’s own particular circumstances, that the investment is consistent with the 
investor’s investment objectives. At any time, Citigroup companies may compensate affiliates and their representatives 
for providing products and services to clients. 

United Kingdom                         

This document is distributed in the U.K. by Citibank UK Limited and in Jersey by Citibank N.A., Jersey Branch. 

Citibank UK Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Our firm’s Financial Services Register number is 805574. Citibank UK 
Limited is a company limited by shares registered in England and Wales with registered address at Citigroup Centre, 
Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5LB, Companies House Registration No. 11283101. 

Citibank N.A., Jersey Branch is regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission. Citi International Personal Bank is 
registered in Jersey as a business name of Citibank N.A. The address of Citibank N.A., Jersey Branch is P.O. Box 104, 38 
Esplanade, St Helier, Jersey JE4 8QB. Citibank N.A. is incorporated with limited liability in the USA. Head office: 399 Park 
Avenue, New York, NY 10043, USA. 

© All rights reserved Citibank UK Limited and Citibank N.A. (2022).


